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Multitool Nextool NE20131 9 in 1 (black)

Nextool multitool NE20131 9in1 
Are you looking for  a handy tool  set  that will  make your daily life easier? Opt for  the Nextool  NE20131 multitool,  which combines the
function of 9 different tools and will come in handy in many different situations. It includes, among others, a wrench, needle-nose pliers
and classic pliers, a knife or a saw. Lightweight and handy, it does not cause any problems in transportation, so you can always have it
with you. 
 
9w1 
Nextool NE20131 combines 9 multifunctional tools that will come in handy when doing everyday chores, renovations or small repairs. At
your disposal are needle-nose and classic pliers, a cable cutter for regular and thick cables, as well as a saw. You can also use a wrench
with adjustable span (up to 20 mm), a knife, a Phillips screwdriver and a flathead screwdriver. 
 
Solid workmanship
The multitool is made of high-quality 30Cr13 stainless steel, which is resistant to wear and corrosion. The low weight and compact design
are also a plus, as the product dimensions are 133 x 40.5 x 20 mm. What's more, you will find in the set a practical case, which will allow
you to store the multitool comfortably and safely. 
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Manufacturer 
Nextool
Model 
NE20131
Number of instruments 
9
Available instruments
Needle nose pliers / classic pliers / cable cutter / thick cable cutter / saw / wrench / knife / Phillips screwdriver / flathead screwdriver
Material 
30Cr13
Color 
Black
Dimensions (assembled product) 
133 x 40.5 x 20 mm

Preço:

Antes: € 33.0009

Agora: € 31.00
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